Hybrid Work

From home. In the office. Anywhere.

Hybrid Work has redefined your organization and how you work

Hybrid Work requires the evolution of traditional on-site and off-site work models for the new era of work.

Hybrid work solutions must be:

- Supportive
- Flexible
- Secure
- Inclusive

And Managed, delivering modern infrastructure with frictionless administration. How do you balance it all? What’s the path forward?

Power Hybrid Work with Cisco

Cisco increases your organization’s agility — your ability to drive efficiency, resiliency, and growth whenever and whenever needed — with Hybrid Work experiences that empower your workers to:
- Work anywhere
- Work from home
- Work in the office

Cisco Hybrid Work Solutions
Built for your most critical use cases

- **Secure Access**
  Provide a safe and consistent work experience from anywhere.

- **Enhanced Visibility**
  Provide real-time visibility into distributed applications, security, network, user, and service performance to assist in optimizing the user experience.

- **Individual Office Spaces**
  Support more effective hotdesking and personal workstations for hybrid work.

- **Collaboration Meeting Spaces**
  Optimize hybrid work experiences for meeting and huddle spaces in the office.

- **Industrial Asset and Facility Monitoring**
  Improve efficiencies and employee safety by monitoring indoor and outdoor industrial assets and facilities.

- **Contact Center**
  Scale, secure, and optimize contact center remote agent and supervisor capabilities.

- **Secure Collaboration**
  Enable inclusive team engagement and productivity.

- **Home Office**
  Enable enhanced experiences at home for workers with specialized functional requirements.

- **Common Spaces**
  Enable safe, intelligent, and engaging space utilization across buildings and shared common spaces.

- **Hybrid Operations**
  Maintain your operations using secure, policy-based remote connectivity into the operational domain.

- **Sustainable Facilities**
  Enable energy efficient, reduced environmental impact, and enhanced experiences by managing, converging, powering, and monitoring building operations.

- **Virtual Desktop**
  Provide a secure full-desktop and application experience to users on any device, anywhere in the world.

98% of all meeting will have at least one remote participant.¹

96% want to improve their work environments with intelligent workplace technology.²

48% of CIOs predict that more than half of their IT budget will be spent to bring pandemic technology investments to full potential.³

¹ The Rise of the Hybrid Workplace, Dimensional Research
² Embracing the Hybrid Workplace eBook
³ Accelerating Digital Agility, Cisco, 2021
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Supportive
Flexible
Secure
Inclusive